
Rod Cutring
Given intogors PCI..n].
How to cutup rod into

intogor longth pieces of

max total cost?

costofpiece oflongth
iis PSi].



Backtracking:

For each possible first

longth, shock total possible
using recursion to compute

profitfromromains.

MaxPoronas (i): total we

can earn cuffing up rod

of length i.

Final answer is Max Rovonuo (n).



MaxRovonuoli) =
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maXp(;1+
MaxPoronno(i-j)0.W.

momoico in array
Max Rovonuo [0..n]
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⑧
Max Boronna M

So fill from loft to right
(iF0 to n)



O(n2) time

O(n) space

Could return lists of

cuts by romomboning lost
Ifor each i.



Dynamic Programming
&

ocursion without

repetition

Erickson Section 3.4

1) Formulate problem
recursively

a) rification:Give
a precise definition of
theu ocansive subproblems.
Also, whatis the real answor
to original problem?
6) solution:Rocursive all



or recurrence.

↑recommended

2) Build solutions bottom up
using some appropriate data
structure.

as Identifysubproblems.
RoF; 60+ MaxReronue usod

it50,..., n3.

6) Choose a momoization
data structure. Can array?
2) Find an evaluation order.



d)Analeo space & time.

space:A subproblems
time:atmost

*subproblems
time por subproblem

6) White the algorithm.
for loops for oval order
copy-pasts the recurronso

to fill in table



WARNING:
Don't60 greody!

(ypt)



LongestIncreasing Subsomaonco

Given a sequence S, a

-poquoni of Scomos
from deleting some domonts

butnot reordering.

&abstring:subsequence but
elements are contiguous.



Given a sequence ACIIn]
of integers. Find (longth of
-

longest subsequence of A St.
doments are increasing.

In other words, wantmax

longth 1 i," i,......In
sit. A(i]> A (i,N] for all
k.



↑
tako the s

no!

take the 8?

chock both options with

vocursion!

subproblems based on:

first index of the suffix

largest(previous) goment that
came sofor

Ctryto use as for subprobiom



paramotors as possible)

LIS bigger (i,j): length
of LIS of AL,, . . n]
sit, all alomonts greater
than ACi] (the "provious"domont)

Lot ACO]." = -8.

Wantto return LISbiggor (0,1)

LIS bigger (i,j) =

S
⑧ if j > n
LIS bigger (i,j

+1) it A(iT,.]
maxqLISbiggor(is;71),

I + LIS bigger (j) j+) 3
0.W.



Subproblems:0: i In
1 cj =n +1

Data structure.
ID array

LIS bigger (0..n,1..n +1]

Depondencies toval order.

:-↓
Space: 0T2);

->

Time:0(v). 0(i) =0 (n2)




